
1How do we formalize a proof in Category Theory? What is the orret levelof detail? Whih entities should we introdue �rst?Well, this depends on our target audiene; if we are speaking to a CategoryTheorist then we may start by saying just, for example, \let f be a morphism",and it will be understood that we have two objets, Dom f and Cod f , belongingto the same ategory | at this point unnamed | and that f goes from Dom fto Cod f ; if later we say f : A ! B or A f! B then we will be giving better(and shorter) names for Dom f and Cod f , but the ategory where A and B livemay remain unnamed for a while more...If we are talking to a proof assistant | Coq, say | instead of to a humanthen we are fored to dealer our entities in a ertain order, and to name all ofthem. For example:Variable CatC : Categories.let (C_0, Hom_C, id_C, o_C, idL_C, idR_C, asso_C) := CatC inVariable A B : C_0, f : Hom_C A B....end.In this note we will show how to formalize some onstrutions and proofs ina proof assistant in a way that:1) lets us hoose just a very few names,2) lets us use names that are very lose to a ertain graphial notation,3) lets us split our onstrutions and proofs in two layers, or parts: a \syn-tatial" part, that must neessarily ome �rst, and a \logial" part,4) lets us build easily ditionaries between several standard notations.We will say that a onstrution (or proof) that has both its syntatial partand its logial part is happening in the \real world"; by dropping its logialpart and keeping just its syntatial part we obtain a orresponding onstru-tion in the \syntatial world". We will all this passage from the real world tothe syntatial world a \projetion" | as projetions disard some information(intuitively oordinates, or omponents) and forget some distintions. The op-posite operation is a \lifting": we may start with a syntatial onstrution orproof, and then try to lift that to the real world. The \projetion" diretion iseasy, and we an always be done (se. ; explain abelian ategories, and whih\always" is that); the \lifting" diretion is hard, and I don't even know how toharaterize when a given lifting an be done; see the list of problems in se. .The plan of this paper is as follows. In se. we de�ne \ategory", \proto-ategory", \isomorphism", \proto-isomorphism", et, in the right way (for ourpurposes!). In se. we explain a trik to make Coq aept our notation; inse. we present an example: a syntatial proof of the Yoneda Lemma. Inse. we present a system of Natural Dedution for (proto-)ategories, and inse we sketh how it an be extended to a system of Natural Dedution fordependent types. Setion disusses open problems and diretions for futurework. 2009dn-in-oq August 9, 2009 20:35


